In wireless sensor networks, one of the main design challenges is to save severely constrained energy resources and obtain a long system lifetime. Low cost of sensors enables us to initially deploy a large number of sensor nodes in a very high density. Thus, a potential approach to solve a lifetime problem arises. That is to schedule sensor nodes work alternatively by configuring some of them an off-duty status that has lower energy consumption than the normal on-duty one.
Introduction
Recently, the concept of wireless sensor networks has attracted a great deal of research attention. That is due to a wide-range of potential applications that will be enabled by such networks, such as battlefield surveillance, machine failure diagnosis, biological detection, home security, smart spaces, inventory tracking, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] . A wireless sensor network consists of tiny sensing devices, deployed in a region of interest.
Each device has processing and wireless communication capabilities, which enable it to gather information about the environment and to generate and deliver report messages to the remote base station (remote user). The base station aggregates and analyzes the report messages received and decides whether there is an unusual or concerned event occurrence in the monitored area.
In wireless sensor networks, the energy source provided for sensors is usually battery power, which has not yet reached the stage for sensors to operate for a long time without recharging. Moreover, since sensors are often intended to work in remote or hostile environments, such as a battlefield or desert, it is undesirable or impossible to recharge or replace the battery power of all the sensors. However, a long system lifetime is always expected by many monitoring applications. The system lifetime, which is measured by the time till all nodes have been drained out of their battery power or the network no longer provides an acceptable event detection ratio, directly affects network usefulness. Therefore, conserving energy resource and prolonging system lifetime is an important issue in design of large-scale wireless sensor networks.
Due to low cost of sensors, it is well accepted that wireless sensor networks can be deployed with a very high node density (even up to 20 nodes/m 3 [5] ). In such highdensity networks with energy efficient design requirement, it is not desirable to have all nodes continuously monitoring the environment all the time. If all the sensors were vigilant at the same time, a single event would trigger many sensors to generate report messages. When these sensors intend to send their highly redundant report messages simultaneously, the network would suffer excessive energy consumption and packet collision. Recent research advances have shown that energy saving can be achieved by scheduling a subset of nodes for monitoring service at any time instant in a high-density network. In the literature, some algorithms [6] [7] [8] have been proposed for dynamically configuring sensing status to minimize the number of active nodes while maintaining the original system sensing coverage and the quality of monitoring service without degradation.
Monitoring is just one duty assumed by sensors. Due to limited communication capability, sensor nodes have to act as routers to help others to forward data packets to remote base stations. Similarly, redundancy also exists in the communication domain in high-density sensor networks, where adaptively turning off radio of some nodes has no influence on network connectivity and communication performance. In such cases, excessive amount of energy would be consumed unnecessarily if all nodes continuously listen to the media. In the literature, several protocols [9] [10] [11] [12] have been proposed for dynamic management of node activity in the communication domain. .
In high-density wireless sensor networks, energy waste always exists if only one kind of redundancy is identified and removed from the network. Minimizing active nodes has to maintain both network connectivity and sensing coverage. Based on the conclusion, we propose to use a two-phase status configuration approach in a deeply integrated mode for those sensor networks where the communication range is more than twice the sensing range. We compare this approach with the other approaches in the literature by experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the related work in the literature. In section 3, we provide definition for all the terms and notations used in the next sections. In section 4, we determine the relationship between connectivity maintenance and coverage preservation. In section 5, we describe a gridbased activity-scheduling scheme in the sensing domain and propose a two-phase status configuration approach based on the conclusion in section 4. In section 6, we present some experimental results. In section 7, we conclude the paper.
Literature Review
Minimizing energy consumption and prolonging system lifetime is an important issue for wireless ad hoc networks. Controlling network topology and scheduling node activity as a promising approach have been studying actively and broadly in the recent.
Some algorithms based on dominating set were proposed. A dominating set is defined as a subset of the vertices of a graph, where every vertex not in the subset is adjacent to at least one vertex in the subset. The main advantage of connected dominating-set-based routing is to restrict routing and searching to a sub-graph induced from the dominating set, therefore reducing the overall energy consumption. Wu et al [9] proposed a simple and efficient distributed algorithm for the formation of connected dominating sets, which marks a dominating node by determining if two of its neighbors are not directly connected. They also introduced two rules to optimize the size of a dominating set based on node ID. In [10] , Wu et al. presented other rules for further decreasing the size of the dominating set based on node degree or balancing energy load based on energy level. In [11] [12] , the other two algorithms for dominating set formation were discussed, although the authors did not explicitly mention the concept of dominating set. In [11] , Chen et al. presented SPAN, a distributed, randomized algorithm in which a node makes a local decision on whether to stay awake as a coordinator and to participate in the forwarding backbone topology. To preserve capacity, a node decides to serve as a coordinator, if it discovers that two of its neighbors cannot communicate with each other directly or through an existing coordinator. In [12] , an algorithm, called Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF), was proposed, which uses geographic information to divide the area into fixed square grids. Any nodes within a square can directly communicate with any nodes in the adjacent square. Therefore, within each grid, only one node needs to stay awake to forward packets. Although these algorithms are proposed for ad hoc networks, they are adoptable to wireless sensor networks, because these networks have communication redundancy as well.
In [13] , Xu et al. proposed a scheme in which energy is conserved by letting nodes turn off their radio when they are not involved in data communication. Also, they
proposed to leverage node density to increase the time when the radio is powered off.
Unlike the algorithms mentioned in the previous paragraph, nodes schedule themselves by only using their own application-level information or simple neighbor size, without considering global connectivity. Similarly, sensing redundancy was not addressed either.
In [17] To the best of our knowledge, [14] [15] [14] [15] 
and that in this paper
It is worth mentioning that there are some other papers discussing the coverage problem for wireless sensor networks. However, the definition of their coverage is different from the one addressed above. In the above papers, coverage is the geographical area that can be covered by at least one sensor node. While in [19] [20] [21] , coverage is used to indicate with how much confidence, the sensors can detect an intruded object penetrating through the network. [20] presented a centralized method using Vornonoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulation to find the minimal exposure path (a path connecting two points which maximizes the distance of the path to all sensor nodes) and the maximal exposure path (a path connecting two points which maximizes the smallest observability of all the points on the path) in a network graph, respectively. In [19] , another centralized approach was designed to find a path connecting two points that minimizes the integral observability along the path. In [19] , T.Clouqueur et al introduced energy and noise into the sensing model. Based on their sensing model, they proposed a centralized solution to find a minimum exposure path. In [21] , X.Li et al revisited the maximal exposure path problem and proposed a localized, distributed solution. Also, they extended their algorithm to find a maximal exposure path with least energy consumption and smallest traveling distance.
Preliminaries
To facilitate the future description, we first define some terms and notations used in the next sections. We view a wireless sensor network from two perspectives:
communication and sensing.
Communication Model
We assume that two sensors can directly exchange messages if their Euclidean is called a neighbor of node v. We define a path P in G(V,E) as an alternating sequence of nodes in V(G) and edges in E(G), with each edge being incident to the nodes immediately proceeding and succeeding it in the sequence. P can be represented by its complete edge 
Sensing Model
In the literature, there are two different sensing models. The first model captures the common property of sensing devices with varying complexity and features, and assumes that sensing ability diminishes as distance increases. In the model summarized in [22] , the sensing intensity of a node v at a point P is given as: 
, the event at point P can be observed.
The second model is a special case when N=1. We call it Boolean or 0/1 sensing model.
That assumes each sensor can do a 360 o degree observation. Sensing area S(v) of node v
is the maximal circular area centered at sensor v that can be well observed by sensor v.
Note that although the maximal observation region of a sensor may be irregular, an irregular region can always contain a circle centered at that sensor.
The radius of S(v) is called sensor v's sensing range r(v).
The second model is simple, while the first one is general. Currently, almost all the research results on activity scheduling and sensing coverage are based on the simple second model. In this work, we also use the second model. However, we will consider transforming our results to the general sensing model in the future.
Next, we introduce the concept of sensing coverage into a network graph G(V,E). We assume that all sensors have the same sensing range r. We also define the coverage C(X) of a node set X, as the union of sensing area covered by each node in X, i.e.
Network Topology after Status Configuration in the Sensing Domain
The purpose of sensing activity scheduling schemes is to assign each sensor a sensing status: active or inactive. Inactive nodes do not participate in sensing tasks and keep in a low-power sleep mode in order to save energy. Accordingly, the node set V(G) in the initial network graph G(V,E) is divided into two parts: V active (G) and V inactive (G) . V active (G) consists of all the nodes obtaining an active status after scheduling. V inactive (G) contains the others, i.e
. V inactive (G) = V(G)-V active (G) . We are interested in a subgraph of G(V,E),
denoted as G(V active ), which is induced by the node set V active (G) , with the edge set as the subset of E(G) consisting of those edges whose both ends are in V active (G) . We also define an active path as a path in G(V,E), whose all the immediate nodes are active ones. The counterpart is inactive path owning at least one inactive immediate node. If nodes u and v in V(G) can be communicated through an active path, we call these two nodes are 
Energy Saving Mode

Network connectivity on coverage preservation
In this section, we prove that r R 2
≥ is the sufficient condition and the tight lower bound to ensure connectivity of any subgraph G(V active ) induced from a connected network graph G(V,E), if the induced subgraph G(V active ) satisfies the condition: C(V active ) = C(V).
Our proof is based on the following assumptions:
1. There may be a large number of sensor nodes in the network. However, the number is always finite.
2. There are no two nodes located at exactly the same position.
First, we prove the sufficient condition. Figure 3 . Illustration for Lemma 1
Lemma 1:
If r R 2 ≥ and C(V active ) = C(V), let node u and node v be any pair of nodes in V(G) satisfying (i)
Proof: As illustrated in Figure 3 , suppose segment uv interacts with the boundary of S(u) at the point P. There must exist an active node, assumed w,
Otherwise, the system overall sensing coverage would be reduced after node scheduling (because point P is covered by the inactive node u, but cannot be monitored by any active node). The position of node w is determined by ) , ( P w d and the angle α with d(u,v) .
, with Figure 4 . Proof: We split out consideration into two cases. Case i: node v is an inactive node. Because coverage is completely preserved after node scheduling, there must be an active node that can cover point Q .
Lemma 2:
If C(V active ) = C(V), let node u and node v be any pair of nodes in V(G) satisfying
(i) u ∈ V inactive (G) (ii) r v u d 2 ) , ( ≤ ,
then there must exist another node w satisfying (i) w ∈ V active (G) (ii) Q∈ S(w) , where point Q is the intersection point between segment uv and the boundary of S(v) as illustrated in
Case ii: node v is an active node. Since there are no two nodes whose positions are exactly the same in the network, Figure 4 , the segment wQ interacts with the boundary of S(w) at point P.
d(w,P) = r and
. We consider the following two subcases.
For the sub-case shown on the left of Figure 4 , i.e. 
If V active -{v,w} is not empty, let node x be any node in it. We have 0 , ) , (
, because w is the node in V active -{v} whose distance to point Q is minimal.
This implies that if node w cannot cover point O, other active nodes in V active -{v,w} cannot, either.
Obviously, it contradicts with the condition C(V active ) = C(V).
Using the similar approach, we can prove the conclusion for the sub-case shown on the right of Figure 4 , i.e. Proof: As illustrated in Figure 5 , segment uv interacts with the boundary of S(u) at point P. According to lemma 2, there must exist another node, say w , which is an active one 
Lemma 3:
If r R 2 ≥ and C(V active ) = C(V), let node u and node v be any pair of nodes in V(G) satisfying (i)
) (G V u inactive ∈ (ii) r v u d r 2 ) , ( ≤ < ,
then there must exist another node w satisfying (i)
, where Furthermore, 
Lemma 4:
If r R 2 ≥ , let node u , node v and node w be any three nodes in V(G) satisfying (
, then node v and node w are adjacent to each other.
Proof:
.
Lemma 5:
If r R 2 ≥ and C(V active ) = C(V), let node u , node v and node w be any three nodes in V(G) satisfying (i)
) (G V u inactive ∈ (ii) ) (u N v ∈ (iii) ) (u N w ∈ ,
then node v and node w can communicate with each other directly or through an active path in G(V,E) .
Proof: According to the distance of node v and node w to node u, we split our consideration into several cases.
Case vi: 2r<d(u,v) and 2r<d(u,w).
Among them, case i is a direct consequence of lemma 4. The others can be proved by using a similar approach. Due to space limitation, we only provide complete proof for case ii as follows:
Without loss of generality, we consider
, then node v and node w can communicate with each other directly.
Otherwise (i.e. d(v,w)>R)
, according to lemma 3, there must exist another active node x 
, there must be another active node z satisfying that ( )
y). Similarly, it can be concluded that there is an active path (v=z,y)(y,x)(x,w) or (v,z)(z,y)(y,x)(x,w) unless
. The proof is going on if the new identified active node has a distance to node u larger than the sensing range. Since, the number of nodes in the graph G(V,E) is finite, the process can always end at an active node that equals to node v or whose distance to node u is equal to or smaller than the sensing range. In any case, there exists a network path between node v and node w whose immediate nodes are all active ones. So we can conclude the lemma 5 for case ii.
Lemma 6:
If r R 2 ≥ and C(V active )=C(V), for any inactive path in G(V,E), there is a corresponding active path in G(V,E), which ends at the same pair of nodes.
Proof: Let P 0 be an inactive path ending at node u and node v: P 0 = (u=w 1 
. In either case, the number of inactive immediate nodes in the new path P 1 is one less than that in path P 0 . In the same way, we can find another new path P 2 whose inactive immediate node number is l-2. The process is going on. In each step, the number of inactive immediate nodes is decremented by one. Since the node number in the graph
G(V,E)
is finite, the number of node in the old path P 0 is finite as well. This implies that we can finally get a path between node u and node v in G(V,E), where all immediate nodes are active ones.
Theorem 1:
When r R 2 ≥ and the system sensing coverage is completely preserved after node scheduling, if a network graph G(V,E) is originally connected, then the induced subgraph G(V active ) must be connected.
Proof: Let node u and node v be any pair of nodes in V active (G) . . From the figure, we can see that node u can cover part of node v's sensing area. The remaining part is a "crescent" that is contained in the "ring". That is because (i) The closed distance from node u to any point in the "crescent" is r that satisfies
), and (ii) The farthest distance from node u to any point in the crescent, is
). This implies that node v can take an inactive status during node scheduling. Before node scheduling, the network is connected
. However, after removing node v, node u becomes an "isolated" node because its distance to any other active node is
. Therefore, the proof ends.
The above result can be extended to the relationship between k-degree connectivity and k-degree coverage preservation with k>1. Proof: Let node set X be any subset of V active fewer than k elements. We denote the node subset V active -X as Y, consisting of all the other elements in V active . Based on coverage
Theorem 3:
When r R 2 ≥ and the system sensing coverage is completely k-degree preserved after node scheduling, if a network graph G(V,E) is originally k-connected, then the induced subgraph G(V
. Since the original system coverage is preserved after node scheduling, we have C(V) = C(V active ).
We can prove that
, as shown in Figure 7 . Point P must be in C(X)
. According to the definition of k-degree coverage preservation, point P must be covered by at least k active nodes. Since node set X has fewer than k elements, there must be a node in Y, covering point P. It is contradictory with the assumption
Based on the definition of k connectivity, the subgraph G(Y+ V inactive ) is connected. Also, after removing the node subset V inactive from the network graph G(Y+ V inactive ), the system coverage is not reduced. Therefore, according to Theorem 1, the subgraph G(Y) is also connected. Removing any subset X with fewer than k elements from G(V active ), the subgraph G(V active -X) is still connected.
The means G(V active ) is k-connected. Therefore, the proof ends
Configuring Node Status In An Integrated Mode
Based on the conclusion in the previous section, we propose to configure node status in double-domains in a two-phase integrated mode when the communication range and sensing range satisfies r R 2 ≥ .
The configuration can be performed by any activity scheduling algorithms in the sensing domain and the communication domain. The only restriction to the algorithm selection is that the one used in the sensing domain should have the capability to conserve sensing coverage. In our experiments, we use a sensing activity scheduling scheme as described in Section 5.1.
Grid-based Activity Scheduling Scheme in the Sensing Domain
In one of our previous works [6] , we proposed a node-scheduling scheme that is used to dynamically remove redundant nodes in the sensing domain while keeping the original system coverage unchanged. In the scheme, each node autonomously and periodically investigates whether its neighbors completely cover its sensing area. If that is the case, the node can set its sensing status as sensing_off. In order to prevent simultaneous removing, we proposed to introduce a random back-off delay before each node does the investigation. A node broadcasts a message to announce its off-duty eligibility, if it is a candidate for sensing_off. Other nodes once hearing this message, remove the sender from their active neighbor lists and will not consider it when they begin to evaluate their off-duty eligibility. However, to facilitate the evaluation by directly arithmetic calculation, we conservatively underestimate the neighbors' coverage capability by using a sector within the crescent-shaped overlapping sensing area between two sensing-adjacent nodes. Therefore, the number of inactive nodes identified by our previously proposed scheme is less than an optimal one.
In [7] , T.Yan et al assigned a random reference point to each node and divided each node's sensing area into small grids. For a grid, the node sorts all the neighbors that can cover this grid in the ascending order of their associated reference points. The node sets its start work time for that grid as the middle between its own reference point and the immediate predecessor in the sequence of reference points. The node sets its end work time for that grid as the middle between its own reference point and the immediate successor in the sequence of reference points. Then the node can determine its work duration by jointing the work time for all the grids it can cover. The algorithm they proposed is suitable for static networks, because the scheduling is performed only once at the beginning of system operation. To adapt to dynamic behavior of wireless sensor networks, extra mechanisms have to be introduced to adjust work time of some nodes according to topology change.
In the experiments presented in section 6, we use a grid-based activity-scheduling scheme in the first phase of status configuration by combing the above two algorithms. In this scheme, nodes periodically evaluate its off-duty eligibility and configure its sensing status. The formal description of nodes' behavior in each time round is as follows: Other than random delay, network topology or energy factor can be considered in the derivation of the back-off delay T d .
Integration of Status Configuration
In During the experiments, we found that the communication redundancy cannot be completely removed by using an one-phase scheduling approach when R ≥ 2r. The larger the ratio of R to r, the more redundancy is remaining. Therefore, to maximize energy saving, we propose to configure node status in double-domain in a two-phase tightly integrated mode for R ≥ 2r cases as follows:
• In the first phase, a coverage-preserving node scheduling algorithm is used to evaluate each node's sensing-off duty eligibility. If eligible, node status is set as both_off(sensing_off and comm_off). Otherwise, node status is set as sensing_on and comm_on.
• After the first phase, sensing redundancy is removed from the network. And part of communication redundancy is eliminated as well. The conclusion in Section 4
guarantees that the subgraph induced by those nodes with sensing_on status is still connected when R ≥ 2r. To further reduce communication redundancy, we introduce the second phase by constructing a connected dominating set on the graph induced by those nodes with sensing_on status, and then changing the status of a non-dominating set node as comm_off.
The advantage of this integrated mode is that it always generates the maximal number of both-off nodes, which is restricted by the sensing-off node number. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the difference among several configuration modes.
Algorithm A: coverage_preserving activity scheduling algorithm Algorithm B: dom inating set algorithm 
Experimental Results
In this section, we present some experimental results for the effectiveness of the three status configuration modes discussed in the previous section. We use the algorithm described in section 5.1 to determine node status in the sensing domain and use the node-degree-based dominating set algorithm proposed in [10] for the communication domain. For each experimental setting, we generate 500 random network topologies. The three integrated modes use the same set of network topologies for fair comparation. We compare the average percentage of nodes configured three kinds of energy-saving status by using different integrated approaches.
We first evaluate the impact of node density on the energy saving level. We change the node number N from 80 to 150 with an increment as 10. The value of µ is fixed as 2. As shown in Figure 10 , the one-phase configuration mode cannot completely remove the communication redundancy. So it is necessary to use the two-phase tightly integrated or separate(or loosely integrated) integration mode. There is no difference of the comm_off node number between the two-phase and separate integration mode.
However, the two-phase integrated mode always identifies the maximal number of both_off nodes, compared with the other two. That number is upper-bounded by the number of sensing_off node number. The difference of the both_off node number between the two-phase integration and the separate one increases over the node density.
Therefore, we conclude that the two-phase integration approach is the best selection for the highly dense sensor networks where each node has multiple energy-saving levels. We then evaluate the impact of the ratio of the communication range to the sensing range on the energy saving level. We change the value of µ from 2 to 5 with an increment as 0.5. The node number N is fixed at 100. As shown in Figure 11 , there is still no difference of the comm_off node number between the two-phase and separate integration mode. However, the two-phase integrated mode always identifies the maximal number of both_off nodes, compared with the other two. connected. Then we extended the conclusion to determine the relationship between kdegree network connectivity and k-degree coverage preservation to support different applications that may require different tolerance against node failures. Based on the conclusion, we proposed to configure node status in a two-phase tightly integrated mode for those sensor network with the communication range is more than twice the sensing range. We performed the experiments to compare the performance of the two-phase integration mode with the separate and one-phase configuration approach. The experimental results show that the two-phase integrated node configuration method always maximizes the number of the three kinds of inactive nodes(both_off, comm_off and sensing_off). Its performance is more distinct in those networks with a higher node density and a lower ratio of the communication range to the sensing range.
